Biofilm formation by Candida albicans is a key aspect of its pathobiology and is regulated by an integrated network of transcription factors (Bcr1, Brg1, Efg1, Ndt80, Rob1, and Tec1). To understand the details of how the transcription factors function together to regulate biofilm formation, we used a systematic genetic interaction approach based on generating all possible double heterozygous mutants of the network genes and quantitatively analyzing the genetic interactions between them. Overall, the network is highly susceptible to genetic perturbation with the six network heterozygous mutants all showing alterations in biofilm formation (haploinsufficiency). In addition, many double heterozygous mutants are as severely affected as homozygous deletions. As a result, the network shows properties of a highly interdependent 'small-world' network that is highly efficient but not robust. In addition, these genetic interaction data indicate that TEC1 represents a network component whose expression is highly sensitive to small perturbations in the function of other networks TFs. We have also found that expression of ROB1 is dependent on both auto-regulation and cooperative interactions with other network TFs. Finally, the heterozygous NDT80 deletion mutant is hyperfilamentous under both biofilm and hyphae-inducing conditions in a TEC1-dependent manner. Taken together, genetic interaction analysis of this network has provided new insights into the functions of individual TFs as well as into the role of the overall network topology in its function.
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Introduction
Candida albicans is a fungal commensal of the human gastrointestinal tract with the potential to cause both superficial mucosal and life-threatening invasive infections [1] . As one of the most important human fungal pathogens, C. albicans has been the subject of intensive study and, accordingly, this work has informed our understanding of C. albicans pathobiology as well as fundamental paradigms of fungal infection biology [2] . This progress has been due, in large part, to the development and refinement of genetic tools applicable to C. albicans over the last twenty years [3] . As a result of the development of these technological and genetic resources, the roles of many important genes and pathways in C. albicans pathogenicity, hostresponse, and antifungal drug susceptibility have been delineated [4] .
One genetic approach that has not been widely utilized in the study of C. albicans is genetic interaction or epistasis analysis. Large-scale genetic epistasis analysis was pioneered in the model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae and has been extended to other organisms as well [5] . This powerful genetics approach allows the development of functional models and networks that inform our understanding of complex multi-genic phenotypes and processes [6] . One reason for the under-utilization of epistasis in C. albicans is the fact that it is, for the most part [7] , a diploid organism without a standard meiosis-based mating process [8] . As a consequence, the high throughput, mating-based approaches to large-scale double mutant strain construction available in S. cerevisiae are not amenable to C. albicans genetics. Application of traditional genetic epistasis experiments to C. albicans requires the generation of double homozygous deletion mutant strains which is quite cumbersome, although recent developments in the application of CRISPR-Cas9 are likely to improve this process [9, 10] . Consequently, double homozygous deletion mutants have been used sporadically in the study of C. albicans and no systematic epistasis analysis using double homozygous mutants has been undertaken, to our knowledge.
As an alternative to epistasis analysis with double homozygous deletion mutants in C. albicans, we have adopted a genetic strategy referred to unlinked, non-complementation and initially applied to the study of essential genes in S. cerevisiae [11, 12] . More recently, it has been referred to as complex haploinsufficiency (CHI) because it involves the generation of strains that contain heterozygous deletion mutations at two separate loci. The double or complex heterozygote is then compared to each single heterozygote to determine if the double heterozygote phenotypes differ from that expected if the two single mutations affect the cell independently. It was adapted to systematic, genome-wide analysis by Haarer et al. in the context of generating the interaction network for the essential protein actin [12] . In C. albicans, we have used transposon-based mutagenesis approaches to study the CHI-interactions of the Regulation of Ace2 and Morphogenesis (RAM) pathway [13, 14] . CHI-based analysis has revealed the functional interaction between the PKA and RAM pathways and has provided insights into the wide-range of processes related to the RAM pathway. However, prior to the work reported here, a systematic genetic interaction analysis has not been reported for C. albicans, to our knowledge.
Systematic genetic screens using ordered collections of homozygous deletion mutants in C. albicans have identified large sets of genes that are required for a variety of phenotypes including filamentation, biofilm formation, and drug susceptibility [15, 16, 17] . These important studies, as well as single-gene investigations, have provided a portrait of the individual genes that are involved in a variety of phenotypes with relevance to C. albicans biology and pathobiology. A landmark example of this approach is the work of Nobile et al. who extensively characterized a six transcription factor (TF) network that regulates biofilm formation [18] . The network is comprised of the following transcription factors: Brg1, Ndt80, Rob1, Tec1, Bcr1 and Efg1. Of the target genes regulated by these TFs, almost half were bound by two or more regulators. These data indicate that multiple transcriptional regulators regulate the expression of key biofilm effector genes [18] . Nobile et al. also demonstrated that each TF regulates its own expression as well the expression of at least one other network TF [18] . Taken together, these data indicate that the transcriptional circuitry for biofilm formation is highly integrated. However, the functional consequences of this integration and the identities of pairs of TFs that functionally interact are not yet known. Our approach was designed to begin to address this question.
An important characteristic of the biofilm TF network identified by Nobile et al. is that the homozygous deletion mutants of any of the six core TFs leads to a profound reduction in biofilm formation [18] . Therefore, genetic interaction analysis using double homozygous deletion mutants will be limited because it will be difficult to detect additional changes in biofilm formation relative to either single homozygous strain. Consequently, we hypothesized that CHIbased epistasis analysis would circumvent this limitation and provide further insights into how they function together to regulate this integral part of C. albicans infection biology.
Here, we describe an analysis of the biofilm TF network using both simple and complex haploinsufficiency. We found that the network TFs all show haploinsufficiency with respect to either biofilm density or architecture. In addition, we have found that many double heterozygous strains have defects in biofilm density that are comparable or more severe than homozygous deletions. These observations, along with the decreased biofilm formation in the homozygous deletions, indicate that the biofilm TF network is not genetically robust but rather is quite fragile. The topological structure of the TF network is consistent with a small-world model based on its high coefficient of connectivity and very short average path length between any two nodes. Such networks rapidly transmit information throughout the network and, thus, are highly efficient. The topological structure of the network, therefore, promotes efficiency at the expense of genetic robustness. Finally, analysis of individual double heterozygous mutants has provided new insights in to how some of the TFs function together to regulate each other's expression and to mediate compensatory responses. Taken together, the systematic analysis of the biofilm TF network using simple and complex haploinsufficiency has provided an additional level of resolution regarding its structure and function.
Results

Deletion mutants of biofilm network TFs display simple and complex haploinsufficiency
To investigate the genetic interactions within the biofilm TF network, we constructed a set of deletion mutants that contained heterozygous deletion mutants of each TF and double heterozygous mutants corresponding to all possible combinations of the heterozygous deletions (total of 15 combinations = 6!/2!(4!)). The strains were constructed by amplifying deletion cassettes from homozygous deletion mutants contained within the collection deposited by Homann et al. [16] at the Fungal Genetics Stock Center to yield LEU2-marked cassettes while the HIS1-derived constructs were generated using a HIS1 plasmid template and standard techniques. The heterozygous nature of the mutants was confirmed by quantitative DNA PCR and all showed the expected reduction in copy number relative to the parental reference strain. The effect of each mutation on in vitro biofilm formation as well as on the expression of the each TF in the network was determined. The genotypes for all strains are provided in S1 Table and the normalized biofilm density data for all double heterozygotes is provided in (Fig 1B  and S1 Fig) . The effect of each TF single and double heterozygous mutation on the expression of other network TFs is provided in S2 Table. A number of different assays have been applied to the assessment of in vitro biofilm formation by C. albicans and their relative advantages and limitations have been recently examined and reviewed [19, 20] . Biofilms are complex biological structures and no single assay can measure all of its features. Our goal was to identify a highly reproducible assay that provided a general measure of biofilm formation. Based on previous literature reports and our own pilot studies, we selected the optical density assay described by Fox et al. for the analysis of the same TF network as we are studying in this work [21] . In this assay, C. albicans strains are incubated in a microtiter plate with a given medium to generate an adherent biofilm which is then carefully washed to remove suspended cells. The OD 600 of the well is then measured [20, 21] . The density of the biofilms formed by the indicated wild type (SN250), heterozygous and homozygous deletion strains was determined by measuring the OD 600 after incubation for 48 hr as described in Materials and Methods (YETS medium). The raw data were normalized to wild type: Normalized Biofilm Density (NBD) = OD 600 mutant/OD 600 As recently described in their assessment of the different methods to measure C. albicans biofilm formation, Lohse et al. found that the optical density assay has the advantage of minimal processing and no reagent-based issues [20] . As Lohse et al. also note, the optical density assay is a direct measurement of biofilm formation and is not affected by penetration of reagents or by the metabolic activity of the different mutants [20] . As detailed below, representative mutants with medium and severe defects by the optical density assay also had similar defects by confocal microscopy. One of the limitations of the assay is that it does not provide structural information and, thus, mutants that form biofilms with the same optical density may have structural differences or different ratios between cellular density and extracellular matrix. For the purposes of our large scale genetic analysis, we felt the optical density assay provided a good balance between sensitivity and specificity.
We limited our analysis to biofilm density at 48 hr. In addition to the heterozygous and double heterozygous mutants described above, we also determined the density of biofilms formed by the corresponding homozygous deletion mutants. Consistent with the data reported by Nobile et al. [18] and Fox et al. [21] , all six of the homozygous TF deletion strains showed statistically significant reductions in biofilm density (P < 0.05, Student's t test, Fig 1A) ]. In addition, the OD 600 readings for WT in YETS at 48 hr were essentially identical to those observed by Fox et al. for biofilm formation in Spider medium [21] . The heterozygous TF mutants were also tested under the same conditions ( Fig 1A) . Four out of the six TFs (BRG1, EFG1, ROB1, and TEC1) showed haploinsufficiency relative to the WT reference strain. Furthermore, the four strains showing haploinsufficiency formed biofilms that were less dense than WT but more dense than the corresponding homozygous deletion strain.
The BCR1 heterozygous deletion mutant showed no difference in biofilm density relative to WT, while the NDT80 heterozygote has increased biofilm density. Interestingly, the homozygous deletion strains of both BCR1 and NDT80 are, as previously reported [18] , severely deficient for biofilm formation. Thus, five out of the six TF heterozygotes show phenotypes based on optical density measurements. Previous genome-wide studies of haploinsufficiency in the model yeast S. cerevisiae indicate that only~3% of genes are haploinsufficient [22] . The elevated frequency of haploinsufficient/-proficient phenotypes in this set of TFs is consistent with previous studies indicating that highly integrated sets of genes such as protein complexes are much more likely to show haploinsufficiency [23] .
Ten of the fifteen double heterozygous deletion mutants showed reduced biofilm density relative to both of the single mutants, indicating deleterious complex haploinsufficiency. Furthermore, a significant number of the double heterozygote mutants are as deficient in biofilm formation as homozygous mutants: specifically all BRG1 pairs; 4 TEC1 pairs; 3 EFG1 pairs; 3 NDT80 pairs; 2 ROB1 pairs; and 2 BCR1 pairs are similar to, or less fit than, the homozygous deletion of one of the pairs in the double mutant. A specific example in the form of the set of tec1Δ/TEC1 derivatives is provided in Fig 1B; similar graphs for the remaining five combinations are provided in S1 Fig. The double heterozygotes of all but one of the pairs involving TEC1 have less dense biofilms than the tec1Δ/Δ. Thus, loss of two alleles at distinct loci leads to phenotypes that are similar to loss of both alleles at one loci. These observations further support the highly integrated nature of the biofilm TF network. In addition, these data indicate that the network is exquisitely sensitive to the gene dosage.
Biofilm TF heterozygotes have altered expression of network TF genes
The most well-accepted and experimentally-supported mechanism for haploinsufficiency is that a reduction in gene copy leads to a corresponding reduction in gene expression [22, 23] .
Springer et al. showed that deletion of one allele in S. cerevisiae results in a two-fold reduction in the expression of that gene for >80% of the genes examined [24] . In C. albicans, Uhl et al. noted similar finding in the context of a large-scale haploinsufficiency screen for genes affecting filamentation [25] . As shown in Fig 2A, four (TEC1, EFG1, BRG1, NDT80 ) of the six biofilm TF displayed~2-fold reduction in gene expression. Despite its apparent haploproficient phenotype, the NDT80 heterozygote has almost exactly one-half the expression of its gene product relative to wild type. Thus, the haploproficient phenotype is not due to a compensatory process that maintains expression of NDT80 but appears instead to involve indirect responses to the reduction in NDT80 gene dosage. As described below, we have used CHI analysis to identify TFs mediating this response.
In distinct contrast, ROB1 RNA levels are increased in the rob1Δ/ROB1 strain compared to wild type. Allelic differences in the promoter region may result in preferential expression of one allele [26] . However, previous transcriptional and translational profiling of the ROB1 alleles did not reveal an allelic bias under normal growth conditions [26] . Thus, the most likely explanation for this observation is that it represents an example of dosage compensation; Springer et al. found that this occurs in less than five percent of genes [24] . The observed dosage compensation for ROB1 suggests that the non-linear relationship between the phenotypes of the homozygous and heterozygous mutants is not related to the expression of levels of ROB1. As detailed below, genetic interaction analysis allowed us to determine that ROB1 expression is highly dependent on both auto-regulation and cooperative interactions with other network TFs.
We also measured the effect of TF gene dosage on the expression of the other five network TFs (Fig 2B) . Only two TFs showed significant reductions in expression in strains other than their own heterozygotes; BRG1 and TEC1. BRG1 expression was reduced two-fold in an efg1Δ/ EFG1 heterozygote. Most strikingly, TEC1 expression was reduced by at least 1.5-fold in three of the remaining five heterozygotes: EFG1, BCR1, and ROB1. This suggested that TEC1 expression might be an important network output. If this were the case, then expression of TEC1 in a manner independent of the TF network could be expected to rescue the haploinsufficiency of other TF heterozygotes. We, therefore, inserted the strong, constitutive TDH3 promoter (pTDH3) upstream of TEC1 in five heterozygous or double heterozygous TF mutants; we did not construct the corresponding bcr1Δ/BCR1 derivative because Tec1 has already been shown to regulate BCR1 expression [27] and the heterozygote does not show haploinsufficiency by optical density (Fig 1A) . The TDH3 promoter has been used previously to induce overexpression in the context of biofilm formation [27, 28] .
Overexpression of TEC1 in WT increased biofilm density modestly (1.66 to 1.94 NBD compared to tec1Δ/TEC1) and complemented the haploinsufficient phenotype of tec1Δ/TEC1 ( Fig  2C) . Similarly, placement of TEC1 under the control of the pTDH3 increased biofilm density of the brg1Δ/BRG1 and efg1Δ/EFG1 strains. Indeed, increased expression of TEC1 restored the biofilm density of the efg1Δ/EFG1 mutant to near wild type levels ( Fig 2C) . In contrast, the biofilm density of the rob1Δ/ROB1 strain was essentially unaffected by pTDH3-TEC1 relative to its parental strain. Based on these observations, we suspected that the ability of pTDH3-driven TEC1 expression to modulate biofilm density of haploinsufficient TF heterozygotes may be dependent upon Rob1. Consistent with that model, pTDH3-TEC1 had no effect on the biofilm density of the rob1Δ/ROB1 efg1Δ/EFG1 mutant ( Fig 2C) . These data indicate that at least some of the functions of Tec1 are dependent on Rob1 and are consistent with the possibility that these two TFs function in a linear pathway. Furthermore, it appears that reduced expression of TEC1 plays an important role in the haploinsufficiency of EFG1. The expression data for the homozygous biofilm TF deletion mutants reported by Nobile et al. [18] did not identify any TFs that regulated ROB1 or EFG1 [18] . The expression levels for the other four TFs were reduced in at least one other network TF homozygous deletion mutant. We, therefore, used our set of double heterozygous mutants to determine if combinations of deletions mutants led to reduced expression of these two TFs. The heat map for ROB1 expression for the full set of biofilm TF mutants is shown in Fig 3. ROB1 expression is not reduced in the heterozygous rob1Δ/ROB1 mutant (Fig 2A) , indicating that dosage compensation may be operative [24] . Deletion of one allele of any network TF when paired with the ROB1 heterozygote reduced ROB1 expression relative to the ROB1 single heterozygote by at least 2-fold. Three TFs has been shown by Nobile et al. to bind the promoter of ROB1: Tec1, Efg1, and Ndt80. Although the bcr1Δ/BCR1 and brg1Δ/BRG1 pairs show reduced ROB1 expression, neither TF directly binds to the promoter of ROB1 [18] and, therefore, Bcr1 and Brg1 appear to play indirect roles in ROB1 expression (Fig 3 and S2 Table) . The double mutant of TEC1 and NDT80 shows reduced expression suggesting that, of the three directly binding TFs involved in ROB1 expression, they may be the most important. Based on single gene deletion studies, the binding of Tec1, Efg1, and Ndt80 to the promoter of ROB1 represents an unproductive binding event in that they bind to the promoter of ROB1 but do not apparently affect ROB1 expression [18] ; however, our complex haploinsufficiency study reveals that these binding tec1Δ/TEC1 pWT-TEC1, at 48hr are shown for the indicated strains. Strains with the pWT-TEC1 designation have both TEC1 alleles expressed from the endogenous promoter. Strains with the in pTDH3-TEC1 designation contain one allele of TEC1 regulaed by the TDH3 promoter. Data are representative of results obtained on at least three different days. Bars are the mean of three or four independent well replicates. Error bars are standard deviation. Brackets with asterisks indicate a statistically significant difference between the two means (P<0.05, Student's t test). Absence of a bracket and asterisk indicates that there is no significant difference between means.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006948.g002 events are productive but are dependent on the auto-regulatory function of Rob1 with respect to its own expression.
Interestingly, the expression of TEC1, NDT80 and EFG1 are all reduced by 1.5-3.0-fold in the bcr1Δ/BCR1 brg1Δ/BRG1 mutant (S2 Table) . From these genetic interactions, the indirect and direct regulation of ROB1 expression by the TF network can be summarized as follows. Bcr1 and Brg1 play indirect roles which appear to be due to the fact that both TFs are required for full expression of the direct regulators of ROB1 expression. Ndt80, Tec1, and Efg1 all directly bind the promoter of ROB1 and, therefore, directly contribute to its expression in an overlapping or redundant manner since homozygous deletion of anyone of the TFs does not affect ROB1 expression. ROB1 expression represents a positive feed-back loop because Rob1 is crucial for its own expression. However, this auto-regulatory process also requires each of the direct regulators for wild type levels of expression because reduction in gene copy of anyone in the ROB1 heterozygous mutant leads to dramatically reduced expression. Reduction in ROB1 gene copy does not affect overall expression as long as wild type levels of each of the direct regulators are present.
Like ROB1, none of the homozygous deletion mutants of the network TFs has an effect on EFG1 expression [18] . Consistent with that observation, only the efg1Δ/EFG1 heterozygote showed reduced EFG1 expression (Fig 2B) . All six TFs bind to the promoter of EFG1 suggesting that multiple TFs are likely to make redundant contributions to its expression [18] . However, unlike ROB1 expression, none of the double mutants, including those pairing EFG1 with the other TFs, showed reduced expression relative to the efg1Δ/EFG1 heterozygote. Thus, it appears that either more than two TFs make redundant contributions to EFG1 expression or its expression is regulated by one or more extra-network TF(s).
NDT80 heterozygote forms dense biofilms with altered cellular structure in a Tec1 and Rob1 dependent manner As discussed above, the biofilm density assay does not distinguish between two strains that have similarly dense biofilms but may be have structurally distinctions or altered amounts of extracellular matrix. This distinction is particularly relevant for deletion strains that show no apparent phenotypes relative to WT. We, therefore, examined the biofilms formed by the set of heterozygotes as well as one double heterozygous mutant. Representative examples of these data are shown in Fig 4 and include strains with biofilm densities similar to wild type (bcr1Δ/ BCR1); increased relative to WT (ndt80Δ/NDT80); mildly decreased from WT (tec1Δ/TEC1); and severely decreased relative to WT (ndt80Δ/NDT80 tec1Δ/TEC1). The remaining heterozygous strains are shown in S2 Fig. As shown in Fig 4, the strains with either increased or normal biofilm densities both showed architectural changes relative to WT. The bcr1Δ/BCR1 strain has reduced cellularity relative to WT; by this, we mean the number of distinct cells appears lower. This discrepancy has two possible explanations. First, it is possible that the biofilm is more fragile and, therefore, less stable to the processing required for confocal microscopy. Second, the bcr1Δ/BCR1 mutant may produce a biofilm that has increased amounts of extracellular matrix which masks the reduction in cellular contribution to the biofilm mass, a feature that is best assessed by biochemical methods. The ndt80Δ/NDT80 strain has increased density along the basal layer relative to WT. The tec1Δ/TEC1 and ndt80Δ/NDT80 tec1Δ/TEC1 strains show reductions in cellularity and biofilm thickness that closely follow the trends of the biofilm density measurements.
We were interested in probing the basis of the altered architecture and increased density phenotype of the ndt80Δ/NDT80 because it is quite distinct from the phenotype showed by the ndt80Δ/Δ homozygous deletion mutant. The ndt80Δ/Δ mutant has a significant defect in biofilm density as shown in Fig 1A. First, we confirmed that the increased density was dependent on loss of one copy of NDT80. Re-introduction of an NDT80 allele under its endogenous promoter restored the biofilm density to WT levels (Fig 5A) , confirming the gene dosage dependence of the ndt80Δ/NDT80 phenotype. Second, we examined the full set of ndt80Δ/ NDT80 double heterozygotes to identify other TFs that may be required for the phenotype ( Fig  5B) . Although the density of the biofilms was reduced in each of the double mutants relative to the parental, deletion of one allele of TEC1 and ROB1 in the ndt80Δ/NDT80 background had profound effect on biofilm density and, in the case of TEC1, architecture (Fig 4) . Because TEC1 and ROB1 expression is maintained near wild type levels in NDT80 (S2 Table) , it would appear that the increased biofilm density is dependent on these two TFs and that the TEC1-ROB1 pair may mediate a compensatory response. Furthermore, TEC1 expression is reduced by >10-fold in the ndt80Δ/NDT80 tec1Δ/TEC1 mutant (S2 Table) . We, therefore, hypothesized that TEC1 may play an important role in a compensatory response to reduced NDT80 gene dosage. To test this, we placed TEC1 under the control of TDH1 in the NDT80 deletion strains (Fig 5C) . This did not have a statistically significant effect on the NDT80 heterozygote but the biofilm density of the ndt80Δ/Δ was increased significantly. As we have shown above, the ability of TEC1 to suppress the biofilm defects of other network TFs is dependent on ROB1. Taken together, these genetic interaction and over-expression data are consistent with a model in which the increased density of the NDT80 heterozygote is dependent on a pathway involving TEC1 and, possibly, ROB1.
To further explore the nature of the increased biofilm density of ndt80Δ/NDT80, we examined the cells at the basal layer of the biofilm. In a cross-section view of the basal layer of the biofilm, the ndt80Δ/NDT80 cells appear more filamentous than the WT strain (Fig 4) . Consistent with this assessment, the coronal views of that layer indicate that the number of cells with a yeast morphotypes increased by 2-fold in WT is in comparison to ndt80Δ/NDT80 (Fig 6A) . These data indicate that the increased density of ndt80Δ/NDT80 biofilm may be due, in part, to an increase in filamentous cells in the basal layer of the structure. We next asked if the hyperfilamentous phenotype for ndt80Δ/NDT80 was limited to biofilm forming conditions or was a more general characteristic of this mutant. We, therefore, examined the colony morphology of ndt80Δ/NDT80 on Spider medium at 37˚C, standard filament-inducing conditions. As shown in Fig 6B, the ndt80Δ/NDT80 strain showed dramatically increased central wrinkling relative to WT and, as with the biofilm density phenotype, these morphological changes were exquisitely dependent on both TEC1 and ROB1. Thus, decreased NDT80 gene dosage appears to trigger a compensatory response dependent on the TEC1 and, potentially, a TEC1-ROB1 pathway which leads to an increased filamentation. This increased filamentation, in turn, appears to create a dense basal layer within the biofilm.
Quantitative characterization of the genetic interactions between biofilm TFs
The significant effects of single heterozygous, double heterozygous and homozygous deletion mutants on the biofilm network suggest that it is highly inter-dependent and integrated. Nobile et al. used ChIP and gene expression data to show that many of the TFs bind to each other's promoters and, based on homozygous deletion mutant studies, affect expression [18] . Since these data were generated using mutants of single genes, the functional characteristics of the interactions between the TFs could not be assessed. In principle, the functional relationship between two TFs affecting a shared cellular process can be of three general types: 1) cooperative/synergistic; 2) independent; or 3) buffering/compensatory. To further explore the functional interactions of the TFs as a network, we used our set of biofilm density data from the all possible combinations of network TFs as the basis for a quantitative epistasis analysis.
Although there are a variety of quantitative models for genetic interaction analysis, the most widely applied approach is the multiplicative model [29, 30] . In the multiplicative model, a neutral or independent interaction is defined as a double mutant that displays a phenotype equal to the product of the effect of each of the individual mutants multiplied together [29] . For example, if two mutants each lead to a reduction in biofilm formation by 0.5 (effect of mutant normalized to WT = 1), then the double mutant would be expected to have a phenotype of 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.25. This phenotype is interpreted to mean that the effect of each individual mutation is manifest in the double mutant in a manner unaffected by the presence of the other mutation [29] . Double mutants with more severe phenotypes than the neutral phenotype imply that the two genes function inter-dependently or cooperatively [29] ; double mutants with less severe phenotypes than the neutral phenotype suggest that the two genes function in the same pathway (diminishing returns effect) or compensate for one another [29] . These definitions have been used in the genome-wide scale S. cerevisiae projects [5, 6] and other yeast based epistasis analyses with double heterozygotes [31] . In addition, Mani et al. concluded that the multiplicative model had significant advantages over other models [29] . Therefore, we used the multiplicative model as the framework for our epistatic analysis.
First, we normalized each single and double mutant biofilm density to WT (OD 600 Mutant/ OD 600 WT). Second, we defined synergistic or cooperative interactions as mutants with normalized biofilm density significantly (Students t test) lower than neutrality and buffering or compensatory interactions as those with biofilm density higher than neutrality. As shown in Fig 7A, a plot of expected versus observed for each double mutant allows rapid identification of mutants with each type of interaction. Third, we calculated epistasis scores (Ɛ) for each mutant pair and these data are provided in S2 Table. Based on these calculations, we identified 6 cooperative and 5 buffering interactions along with 4 independent relationships. Each TF is part of at least one cooperative and at least one buffering interaction with a second network TF. Similarly, each TF has at least one other TF with which it functions in an independent fashion. Since both cooperative and independent interactions lead to reduced function relative to the individual mutants, only a small sub-set of gene pairs (33%) show the buffering effects that are frequently seen in networks of genes with overlapping functions [32] .
The detailed transcriptional profiles and ChIP experiments performed by Nobile et al. [18] showed that the TFs of the biofilm network regulate themselves, other TFs, and biofilm-related targets or effector molecules. The overall function of each TF, therefore, represents a composite of these functions. We reasoned that the epistasis data may allow us to infer which of the functions predominate for a given TF. Because buffering interactions suggest linear relationships between genes [29] , we further reasoned that buffering interactions between the biofilm TFs may represent the situation where one TF directly, or indirectly, regulates another TF within the overall network. Cooperative interactions, on the other hand, would most likely represent the interdependent convergence of two TF on either a set of common biofilm effector genes or, alternatively, on other TFs [29] . As shown in Fig 7B, the TF with the most cooperative interactions has the fewest buffering interactions (NDT80). Conversely, ROB1 has the most buffering interactions and the fewest cooperative interactions. BRG1 and TEC1, on the other hand, display an equal mix of cooperative and buffering interactions and, thus, do not appear to have a predominate mode of function within the network.
Next, we compared the proportion of buffering interactions for each TF to the number of network TFs whose expression is dependent on that TF based on the data from Nobile et al. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1006948.g007 [18] . The proportion of buffering interactions for a given TF correlated well the number of TFs whose expression it regulated (Fig 7C; R 2 = 0.85). For example, ROB1 has the highest proportion of buffering interactions and it regulates the expression of all but one of the other TFs in the network [18] . In contrast, Ndt80 regulates only one other TF and has the lowest number of buffering interactions. Furthermore, Rob1 directly regulates only a small proportion (2%) of the biofilm effectors while Ndt80 regulates the largest set of biofilm effectors of any TF in the network [18] . Based on these considerations, we propose, therefore, that Ndt80 predominately functions within the network through cooperative interactions with other TFs in the regulation of biofilm effectors. In contrast, Rob1 predominately regulates other TFs within network through linear or compensatory relationships. Between these two extremes, the other four TFs can be arrayed based on the relative proportion of cooperative and buffering interactions. The biofilm TF network has properties of a small-world network. Many genetic networks display the property of robustness which is,"the ability to maintain performance in the face of perturbations [33] ". The biofilm TF network, on the other hand, is highly susceptible to genetic mutation and, therefore, is not robust, genetically. The topographical structure of a network can contribute to its ability to maintain robustness. Therefore, we calculated three standard network characteristics for the biofilm TF interaction network [34] to explore the relationship between network structure and function ( Table 1 ). The degree (k) is the most fundamental characteristic and is the number of links a given node (TF) has to other nodes in the network. The degrees range from 3-5 with an average of 3.7 out of a possible 5, indicating the TFs are highly connected. The distance between nodes is expressed as the mean shortest path length (<l>) and represents the smallest number of links that are required to move from one node to another. Although only one TF (BCR1) is connected to all other network TFs, the average path length is quite short (<l> net = 1.3). The most widely used measure of a network's connectivity is the clustering coefficient (C i ). C i is a measure of the number of triangles that are contained within a network [34] . In other words, how many times are two nodes that are both connected to a common node also connected to each other. The C i is a measure of a networks propensity to form clusters or groups: C i = 1 indicates that all nodes connected to node i are also connected to themselves, while C i = 0 indicates that none are connected to one another. Although only EFG1 shows a C i = 1, the other nodes are highly connected and the average C i for the network is 0.74.
The combination of a short average path length (<l>) and a high clustering coefficient (C net ) is characteristic of small-world networks as described by the Watts-Strogatz model [35] as well as others. Small world networks have highly connected components and are observed within networks that are random or scale-free [34, 36] . If the overall structure is that of a random network, then the path length will be proportional to the logarithm of the number of nodes (l~lnN), whereas if the network is scale-free then the path length will be ultrashort and proportional to the double logarithm of N [34] . For this network, the <l> = 1.3 which is comparable to ln(6) = 1.7. Thus, the biofilm TF network properties are consistent with a random, small world network rather than a scale-free small world network. Furthermore, scalefree networks typically have hubs with significantly higher degrees relative to the other nodes. For the biofilm TF network, no TF shows a degree within ± 1 of the network average and, consequently, there is no dominant hub that clearly distinguishes itself from the others. As such, the structure of the biofilm TF network is more consistent with the uniform degree distribution typical of a random network. The highly connected nature and short path lengths of small-world networks facilitate the rapid dissemination of information throughout the network, unless there are genetically isolated hubs within the overall structure of the network. Isolated hubs prevent deleterious perturbations from being transmitted to the entire network. Consequently, small-world networks can be characterized by high efficiency as opposed to high robustness. For example, Peng et al. have demonstrate that robustness and efficiency can represent conflicting properties of a network, i.e., networks with high efficiency are typically less robust and vice-versa [37] . The efficiency (E) of a network can be expressed by the following equation: E = 1/N(N-1) S1/l ij where N is the total number of nodes and l ij is the shortest path length between any given pair of nodes N i and N j [38] . Based on our data, the biofilm network is highly efficient with E = 0.82. The maximum value for E is 1 and occurs when all path lengths in a network are 1. As described by Netotea and Pongor [38] , random networks without small-world characteristics have E~0.2 while small world networks have E> 0.5. Taken together, the topographical features of the biofilm network imply that it functions to efficiently relay information rather than to protect against genetic disruption.
The biofilm TF network contains feed-forward loops with superimposed positive feedback loops. A feature that distinguishes a simple, random network from a small-world, random network is the presence of modules or motifs within the larger network structure [34, 35, 36] . One of the most prevalent sub-structures in TF networks is the triangular node loop [39] . Networks with high connectivity coefficients, by definition, have many of these triangular motifs; within the biofilm interaction network, there are seven such motifs (Fig 8A) . Since each TF is regulated by multiple other network TFs, we were interested in identifying which of the three-node motifs represent feed-forward loops regulating the expression of network TFs. To do so, we used our set of TF expression data for each double mutant to determine if deletion of two TF alleles affected the expression of the downstream TF in a manner consistent with a feed-forward loop. Of the seven candidate loops, three showed effects on expression consistent with feed-forward circuits (Fig 8B) . Specifically, each of the double mutants representing an edge of the putative feed-forward loop showed reduced expression of the downstream TF relative to either single mutant (>1.5 fold). Each of the three feed-forward loops regulates BCR1 expression. The double mutants representing each edge show reduced expression of the downstream TF relative to the singe heterozygote of the upstream TF. This indicates that each target TF within the regulatory loop is subject to significant auto-regulation in addition to regulation by the upstream TF. As such, each of the three TF modules has properties of both feed-forward and positive feedback loops.
All three feed-forward modules share an edge and, therefore, can be arranged as higher order motif centered on BCR1. Rob1, Brg1, and Tec1 are known to regulate BCR1 expression based on the analysis of the corresponding homozygous deletion mutants (Fig 8C) . Deletion of NDT80 does not affect BCR1 expression but Ndt80 binds to the promoter of Bcr1, suggesting that it may play an ancillary role that is only manifest in the setting of another TF deletion. Thus, our expression data indicate that three of the putative feed-forward loops are likely to function as such, at least in part. Additionally, the data indicate that a high order directional network linking five of the six TFs to the regulation of BCR1 expression can be constructed from the integration of genetic interaction data based on both functional (biofilm density) and gene expression readouts.
Discussion
The C. albicans biofilm TF network is made up of a set of six genes whose homozygous deletion mutants have significantly decreased biofilm formation [18] . Consequently, the analysis of double homozygous deletions as an approach to understanding the inter-network genetic interactions of the TFs would be limited because the effect of a second homozygous mutation would be difficult to quantify. We hypothesized that the analysis of single and double heterozygous mutants and, thereby, simple and complex haploinsufficiency might provide information regarding the phenotypic interactions between the network TFs. As detailed above, this approach has provided additional insights into the function of specific TFs that were not accessible through the study of homozygous deletions mutants. Consequently, the complex haploinsufficiency-based approach offers complementary information that can add to our understanding of genetic networks in C. albicans.
One of the striking findings of our experiments is that all of the TF mutants showed simple haploinsufficiency as measured by biofilm density or confocal microscopy. This rate of haploinsufficiency is significantly higher than that observed for large collections of heterozygous C. albicans or S. cerevisiae mutants [22, 23] . Similarly, we observed that 10 of the possible 15 double heterozygous mutants showed decreased biofilm density relative to the single mutants and many of these showed phenotypes as severe as double homozygous mutants. Although many genetic networks buffer the cell against the deleterious effects of genetic mutations (the property of robustness, [40] ), the biofilm TF network shows limited capacity to withstand genetic mutations.
Initially, this was somewhat surprising because Nobile et al found that the members of this network bound to other network TFs promoters implying that the expression of each TF may be controlled by multiple redundant contributions from other network TFs [18] . Additionally, the majority of the target genes TFs are also regulated by multiple network TFs [18] . The exquisite sensitivity of the function of the TF network to variation in gene dosage is, however, inconsistent with a robust network [33, 37, 38, 40] . Indeed, this network is quite fragile. It is important, however, to keep in mind that network robustness is not the only quality for which a network may be adapted. Specifically, networks with decreased robustness frequently display increased efficiency [37, 38] , which is defined as the ability to rapidly transmit information throughout the network based on the properties of highly inter-connected nodes and short path lengths between linking each node to another node [38] . Such networks are examples of small world or Watts-Strogatz networks [35, 36] ; this property is expressed as efficiency (E). As we have detailed above, the biofilm TF network appears to be best characterized as a small world network that displays high efficiency and low robustness. The Watts-Strogatz network structure has been proposed to best approximate the genetic network that regulates fat storage in yeast [41] .
An example of the efficiency, as opposed to robustness, displayed by the biofilm TF network is the regulation of TEC1 expression. Homozygous deletion of each network TF, with the exception of NDT80, leads to decreased TEC1 expression (3-> 10-fold, [18] ). Similarly, deletion of one allele of four TFs (TEC1, EFG1, ROB1 & BRG1) reduce TEC1 expression by at least 1.5-fold (Fig 2B) . Thus, perturbation of the network at multiple nodes leads to reduced TEC1 expression indicating that it is an important output of the TF network and that it is highly connected to the functional state of the network in general. Based on the observation that the TEC1 heterozygote shows haploinsufficiency and a 2-fold reduction in TEC1 expression, a significant portion of the biofilm deficits observed in the deletion mutants of network TFs could be explained by reduced TEC1 expression. The importance of TEC1 to the function of the network is also highlighted by the effect of rendering TEC1 expression independent of the biofilm network. Under these conditions, the biofilm densities for the BRG1 and EFG1 heterozygotes are increased indicating that loss of network-mediated expression of TEC1 contributes to the phenotypes of these mutants.
These observations can be contrasted with what would be expected if the biofilm network functioned in a robust manner [32] . TEC1 appears to be both a component and an output of the biofilm network. As such, relatively modest changes in TEC1 expression lead to significant changes in phenotype. If the biofilm network were functioning in a robust manner, then the expression of TEC1 would be less susceptible to small changes in the function of other nodes and hence would be "buffered". Instead, it appears that the structure and function of the biofilm TF network contributes to the ability of small perturbations at a number of nodes to be communicated through the network to regulate the expression of a functionally important member of the network.
We have focused on the network of TFs that regulate biofilm formation. This network is a sub-network within the larger biofilm genetic network containing both TFs and target genes [18, 20] . We were interested to explore whether the small-world properties exhibited by the TF portion of the network were shared by the overall network. Sorrell and Johnson have shown that the degree distribution of the overall network has a negative slope consistent with a scalefree network rather than the properties of a random network shown by the TF sub-network [42] . Importantly, one of the properties of scale-free networks is that their sub-networks can have different topological structure, e.g., randomness, [43] . In addition, both random and scale-free networks can have small world properties [34] .
Sorrell and Johnson also reported that 3145 three-node modules exist within the biofilm TF-target network, indicating a high coefficient of connectivity [42] . Therefore, the overall structure is most consistent with a scale-free network with small-world properties. Scale-free small world networks have short path lengths that can be estimated by <l> = ln(ln N) where N = the number of nodes [34] . Application of this equation to the overall network estimates that the average path length is~1.93, very similar to that of the biofilm TF network. Taken together, both the overall biofilm network and the local TF network show the high connectivity and short path length characteristic of a small world network. For the TF network, the small world property is in the context of a random network while the global network has features that appear more consistent with a scale-free network. One of the properties of scalefree networks is that their sub-networks can have different topological structure, e.g., randomness, while subnetworks in large random or exponential networks retain the same topology [43] .
Therefore, the overall structure of the biofilm network is consistent with, not surprisingly, a set of TF hubs making up a sub-network embedded within the global biofilm network. This model is immediately recognizable from the work of Nobile et al. [18] and is not a novel idea. The data reported herein, however, allowed us to probe the question, "how do the hubs interact with one another?" The hubs of a given network can be sparsely connected to one another or highly connected [34, 40] . The former situation is referred to as an assortative relationship while the latter is a dissortative relationship. Dissortative networks in which highly connected hubs are isolated genetically from other hubs prevent the rapid, network-wide communication of deleterious perturbations. A widely cited example of a dissortative network is the yeast protein-proten interactome, although this view has been challenged [40, 44] . Small world networks (e.g., social networks) are examples of assortative relationships in that highly connected hubs are themselves interconnected [34] .
The data reported herein and by Nobile et al. [18] indicate that the TF hubs of the biofilm network are highly connected and, therefore, represent an assortative small world, biological network. The structure and interactions of the biofilm TF network is such that full function of each node (TF) is required for normal biofilm formation. As such, the network represents a set of six "and" operators. In other words, Efg1 and Rob1 and Ndt80 and Tec1 and Bcr1 and Brg1 must all be at the proper level of function for a biofilm to form; small perturbations, e.g., reduction in gene expression by one-half, at any node leads to decreased function of the network. If this network were robust then it would, instead, be represented by a set of "or" operators. Specifically, biofilm formation will occur if Efg1 or Rob1. . .or Tec1 are fully functional. An "or" network insures that the function occurs under the widest possible set of conditions while an "and" network restricts the function to a very specific set conditions. Consequently, we propose that the functional interactions of the biofilm TFs and the topographical features of the biofilm network may contribute to a mechanism whereby C. albicans biofilm formation occurs only when specific genetic conditions are in place.
Materials and methods
Strains and plasmids
All heterozygous and double heterozygous deletion strains of Candida albicans were constructed from SN152 using auxotrophic markers of LEU2 or HIS1 which were flanked with homologous regions of 100-500bp for targeted integration [45, 46] . A complete list of strains, genotypes, and sources is provided in S1 Table. Deletion cassettes were amplified from the Homann et al. [16] homozygous deletion collection by PCR and using primers containing SbfI sites (primer sequences are provided in S3 Table) . The amplification primers amplified both the LEU2 and HIS1 deletion cassettes. To differentiate between the two auxotrophic genes, the amplicons were digested with BglII which cuts in the HIS1 gene but leaves the LEU2 cassette intact. The LEU2-containing amplicons were cloned into pCR4TOPO (Invitrogen). The plasmid inserts were confirmed by sequencing. SbfI is used to excise the linear deletion cassette from pCR4-TOPO for transformation into C. albicans using standard lithium-acetate protocols. LEU transformants were screened for integration of the auxotrophic marker into the correct locus by PCR using primers internal to the deletion cassette and upstream of the integration site. Quantitative PCR was performed for each heterozygote and showed the expected reduction in copy number relative to the parental strain. Two independent isolates of each heterozygous deletion stain were used for biofilm determinations.
The ndt80Δ/NDT80 mutant was complemented using the NEU5L pDUP3 shuttle vector method [46] . Briefly, the NDT80 locus containing its endogenous promoter was amplified by PCR using primers containing flanking sequences homologous to pDUP3 (S3 Table) and introduced into the vector by gap-repair cloning in S. cerevisiae. The resulting pDUP3-NDT80 construct was integrated into the NEU5L genomic site as previously described [46] . Complemented strains were selected on nourseothricin resistance (YPD + 400μg/mL nourseothricin).
Strains containing an allele of TEC1 expressed from the TDH3 promoter were generated by PCR amplification of the nourseothricin-marked TDH3 promoter construct from plasmid pCJN542 (generous gift from Dr. Aaron Mitchell, [27] ) with primers containing flanking sequence from the 5' UTR upstream of the TEC1 ATG and downstream of the ATG (S3 Table) . Correct integration was confirmed by PCR.
In vitro biofilm formation
Candida strains were grown overnight at 30˚C with shaking in YPD liquid cultures. Cells were washed three times in PBS then re-suspended to an optical density (OD 600 ) of 0.5 in biofilm-inducing media YETS (2.5% tryptone, 1.5% yeast extract, 1% sucrose, 25mM dibasic potassium phosphate, 4mM MgSO 4 pH 7.1) [27] . 200μL of cells were allowed to adhere for 90 minutes at 37˚C in 96 well, tissue culture treated, polystyrene plates. After 90 minutes, the media was removed and non-adhered cells washed off with PBS. The biofilm-inducing media was replaced and the cells incubated at 37˚C, without shaking. At 48 hrs, the supernatant was aspirated off and the biofilms washed once with PBS. The biofilm density was measured by reading the optical density at 600nM [20, 21] using a SpectraMax plate reader. At least 3 replicate wells were analyzed for each strain for each experiment which was repeated independently 2-3 times.
Gene expression during in vitro biofilm growth
The same procedure and media described for in vitro biofilm formation described were used with the following modifications. Larger scales were required to allow isolation of sufficiently high levels of RNA. As such, 4mL of cell suspension was incubated in a 6-well tissue culture plate to increase the yield of harvested cells. After 48 hours, the supernatant was removed and the biofilms washed twice with PBS to remove non-adherent cells. The biofilms were harvested by scraping and the RNA extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy Kit. The RNA samples were DNAse I treated and reverse transcribed into cDNA using the Biorad iScript kit. The quantitative real time PCR reactions contained Biorad IQ SybrGreen supermix and utilized primers described by Nobile et al. [18] (S3 Table) . The qRT-PCR reaction was performed under the following conditions; 95˚C-3', [95˚C-15s, 54.2˚C-45s, 60˚C-1'] 40 cycles, 60˚C. Data analysis was performed using the ΔΔCt method, with actin (ACT1) as a reference. All reported data are the means of 3 biological replicates performed in technical triplicate with SEM. Statistical significance of differences from wild type was evaluated with a two-sided Student's t test.
Visualization of three-dimensional biofilm architecture
The 3D biofilm architecture of C. albicans single-species biofilms was examined using previously established protocols optimized for confocal biofilm imaging [47, 48] . C. albicans cells were stained with concanavalin A (ConA) lectin conjugated with tetramethylrhodamine (555/ 580 nm; Molecular Probes, Inc.) for 30 minutes with 40 μg/ml ConA. The confocal images of 48 hr biofilms were obtained with a multi-photon laser scanning microscope (SP8, Leica Microsystems) equipped with a 20X (1.0 numerical aperture) water immersion objective lens. The biofilm were excited at 840 nm and observed with a 598/628 non-descanned detector NDD3 for ConA. The confocal image series were generated by optical sectioning at each selected position and the Amira 5.4.1 software was used to create 3D renderings of the biofilm architecture [48] .
Quantitative epistasis analysis and calculation of clustering coefficients
The biofilm density for each mutant strain was normalized to the wild type reference strain and referred to as normalized biofilm density (NBD). Epistasis between two mutants (X and Y) was defined as Ɛ = NBD XY -NBD X NBD Y where NBD XY is the normalized biofilm density of the double mutant and NBD X and NDB Y are the normalized biofilm densities of the two heterozygotes. NBD X NBD Y represents the expected NBD for the double mutant if there was no genetic interaction and, thus, Ɛ = 0 indicate that the two mutations function independently. As described by Hall et al., double mutants whose SEM range was completely outside of the standard relative error of the expected values were defined as having an epistatic interaction [31] . Ɛ > 1 indicates a buffering interaction and Ɛ < 1 indicates a cooperative interaction. Ɛ values for all interactions are provided in S2 Table. The clustering coefficient is C I = 2n I /k(k-1) where n I is the number of links connecting the k neighbors of node I to each other. C i represents the total number of triangles centered on a given node divided by the total possible triangles if every one of the nodes neighbors were connected to one another. The efficiency (E) was calculated using the following equation: E = 1/N(N-1) S1/l ij where N is the total number of nodes and l ij is the shortest path length between any given pair of nodes N i and N j [38] . Table. Table of 
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